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Summary. The relation between the ergodic coefficient and deficiency re- 
lative to the least informative experiment is investigated. The result is 
applied to nonhomogeneous Markov chains (NMC's). Our main result can 
be described as follows: Given an NMC, define the experiments g~,J) for n>  1 
consisting in observing the (n +j)-th state of the chain, the j-th state being the 
unknown parameter. Then the chain is weakly ergodic if and only if for any 
j, g~J') converges as n ~ oe (with respect to deficiencies) to the least infor- 
mative experiment. It is finally shown that in the homogeneous case, the rate 
of convergence is always exponential. 

1. Introduction 

In [4] we studied the experiment ~, obtained by observing the n-th state of a 
finite Markov chain in order to obtain information about the initial state. As a 
particular result it follows that g ,  converges to the least informative experiment 
if and only if the Markov chain is ergodic. Here convergence means convergence 
with respect to the deficiency introduced by LeCam [3]. It is furthermore 
proved that the rate of convergence is exponential. 

The present paper extends these results to the case of non-homogeneous 
Markov chains (NMC's) with arbitrary state spaces. This leads to a new 
characterization of weak ergodicity of NMC's. 

The basic tool in our study is the ergodic coefficient introduced by Dobrugin 
[1] and used in the study of weak ergodicity of NMC's by e.g. Paz [6], Madsen 
[5] and Iosifescu [2]. The relation between the ergodic coefficient and de- 
ficiencies is derived using ideas from Torgersen [7]. A survey of the general 
theory of deficiencies is given by Torgersen [8]. 

2. The Ergodic Coefficient and Deficiencies 

Let # be a signed measure on some measurable space (Z,d). By rJ#ll we shall 
mean the usual total variation norm. 
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Let (X, d )  and (~, N) be measurable spaces and let p be an d-measurable  
measure on ~,  i.e. p is a real function on X x N such that 

(i) p(x,') is a signed measure on ~ for any x e z  

(ii) p(.,B) is an d-measurable  function for any B~N. 

We shall let the norm of an d-measurab le  measure on ~ be given by 

Ilpll =sup  Ilp(x,')ll. 
X ~  Z 

If p(x, .) for any x s x  is a probability measure on M, then p will be called a 
Markov kernel from (Z, d )  to (~J, J)). If in addition p does not depend upon x, 
then p is called a constant Markov kernel. 

Let P be a Markov kernel from (X, d )  to (~, ~). The ergodic coefficient of 
P, c~(P), is given by 

~ ( P ) = l - � 8 9  sup IIP(x',')-P(x",')H. (1) 

For convenience, we shall introduce the functional e(P)Jef 1 -  e(P). 

Let P be a Markov kernel from 0~, d )  to (~J, ~). Then by Iosifescu [2] there 
exists a constant Markov kernel E such that P = E + R  and 

IIRll <2e(P). (2) 

Let P' and P" be Markov kernels, respectively from (X, d )  to (Yr ~ )  and from 
(~ ,N)  to (~e, cg). Then the composition P = P ' P "  is defined to be the Markov 
kernel from (X, d )  to (Y', (~) defined by 

P(x, c)=SP"(y, c)P'(x, dy); xex, ce(~. (3) 

As is proved by Dobrugin [1] 

~(P) ~ e(P') E(P"). (4) 

The rest of this section is devoted to relating e(P) to the concept of 
deficiencies, as defined by LeCam I-3]. 

The deficiency 5(g,~,~) of an experiment g relative to an experiment Y 
measures the loss, under the least favorable conditions, by basing ourselves on # 
rather than on ~,~ If c5 (g ,~ )=0  then we say that g is more informative than ~- 
and write this g > 

Let (O, J-) and (X, d )  be measurable spaces. Interpreting (X, d )  as the sample 
space and O as the parameter set, we shall let the experiment gp be defined by 
ge=(Z,d,P(O,'); 0~0), where P is a Markov kernel from (0 ,3 - )  to (X,d). Let 
now Q be a Markov kernel from (O, Y-) to (YJ, N), and assume that gv is a 
dominated experiment. Then, by Theorem 3 in LeCam [-3], we have 

6(gp, ge) = inf ][ P M - Q II 
M 

where infimum is taken over all almost Markov kernels M from (Z, d )  to (~, N), 
(see [8]). 
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The Markov kernel PM is defined by (3), noting that the integration is valid 
even if P"(y,. ) is not a measure on (~,  cg). 

Let s denote the least informative experiment, i.e. an experiment satisfying 
g > ~  for any experiment ~ ~ may be represented by any experiment C v for 
which P is a constant Markov kernel. 2, ~ is obviously a dominated experiment. 
Let Q be a Markov kernel from (O, J-) to (~, ~). Since P constant implies that 
PM is a constant Markov kernel for any almost Markov kernel M, it is seen 
that we have 

l(Q)~fb(~, gQ) = inf lip - Q Jr (5) 

where infimum is taken over all constant Markov kernels P. 
Let P be a Markov kernel from (O, J-). The fundamental relation between 

the ergodic coefficient and deficiencies is given by 

e(P) <= I(P) < 2e(P). (6) 

The right hand inequality of (6) follows from the considerations leading to (2). 
The left hand inequality is proved as follows: 

Let ~/>0. Then by (5) there is a constant Markov kernel Q such that 
IJP-Q [I <= l(P)+ q. Let Q o denote the probability measure Q (0, .). Then 

I[P(O,')-Qo[[ <=l(P) + tl 

Hence, if O' 4= 0" 

for all 0~O. 

IIP(O', .)-P(O", ")JI ~ IIP(O', ")-Qoll + lIP(0", ")-Q0H <2/(P)  +2q. 

From (1) follows, since t/was arbitrarily chosen, that e(P)< l(P). 

3. Application to Non-Homogeneous Markov Chains 

By Dobrugin [1] (see also Iosifescu [2]), a non-homogeneous Markov chain 
(NMC) can be considered as a sequence of measurable state spaces (Z j, @ and 
Markov kernels JP from ()~j, ~ )  to (Xj+ 1 , ~ +  1); j = 0 ,  1,2, .... Then JP(xj, A~+I) is 
the probability of being in A j+ 1 ~)~j+ 1 at time j + 1, conditional on being in xj~xj 
at time j. The n-step transition probability jpn is a Markov kernel from (Z j, 4 )  
to (Zj+,,,sJj+n); j>_0, n_>_ 1, defined by 

jpn _~_( je)(j+ 1 p )  , , ,  (n+ j -  1 p )  

where composition of Markov kernels is defined by (3). 
Following Iosifescu [-2] we shall say that an NMC is weakly ergodic if 

lim e(JP")=0 for all j > 0 .  
n~o9 

Given an NMC we may for any j > 0  define a sequence of experiments 
{g,(J)},>=a where g~3 is the experiment of observing the chain at time n+j, the 
state at time j being the unknown parameter. Hence d~ (j) is an experiment with 
parameter space Zj defined by the Markov kernel JP" from (Zj, d j )  to 
(z~ d.+). 
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Theorem 1. An N M C  is weakly ergodic if and only if for any j>O, the sequence 
{,e,(~)~ converges to the minimal informative experiment (with respect to de- an i n >  1 

ficiencies ). 

ProoJ: ,~_(,J) is defined by JP"+;. Hence 5(2 a, g~(J))= l(;P"+J), which by (6) tends to 0 
as n ~  oe if and only if ~(JP"+J)~0. But this means by definition that the NMC 
is weakly ergodic. [] 

We shall finally study homogeneous Markov chains (HMC). A HMC is 
completely determined by a measurable state space ()~, d )  and a Markov kernel 
P from (Z, d )  to ()~, d ) .  Now the n-step transition probabilities JP" equal P" 
= P P  P, so the sequences {N(J)} > are identical for j=0 ,1 ,  Hence it is 

" ' "  n n ~ l  . . . .  

enough to consider the experiments g,, n > 1, with parameter space Z, and which 
are given by the Markov kernel P". Theorem 1 immediately implies 

Corollary 1. An H M  C is weakly ergodic if and only if the sequence {g,} converges 
to the minimal informative experiment. 

From [4] it follows that this result holds if Z is a finite set. Furthermore, [4] 
proves that 5(5~',g,) converges to 0 with exponential speed. The next theorem 
extends this result to the case of general state space. 

Theorem 2. Assume that the sequence {g,} is constructed from a HMC.  I f  
~5(~, ~,) ---, 0 as n ~ o% then the rate of convergence is exponential. 

Proof It is by (6) enough to prove that e(P")~0 with exponential speed 
whenever P defines a weakly ergodic HMC. Since by assumption e(P")--*0 we 
must have e(P"~ for some n0> l .  Then given n, choose i and 0 < j < n  o 
such that n = i n o +  j. By (4) 

(p.) = ~ (pino + j) ~ [e, (P"~ ~ (p J) <= c t/"/"~ 

for some c > 0 independent of n. The result follows. 
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